WHAT IS ON AT DEAKIN?

Do you love meeting new people, sport, joining clubs, good food? What about music? Find out what is coming up in the Calendar of Events. Get involved at Deakin and make the most of your time at University.

deakin.edu.au/students/get-involved/calendar-of-events

GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP AWARDS

The Global Citizenship Program is aimed at supplementing your studies at Deakin and involves a combination of different international activities such as:

- international study experiences
- participation in internationally focused units
- seminars on international topics
- international internships
- international-centred volunteering
- foreign language studies.

Applications for the 2014 GCP Award will close on August 10. The award ceremony will be held in October before the Trimester 2 exams. If you’ve accumulated the 100 points, please get your application in now. If you are close to the required points, please keep an eye on our site, or Facebook for opportunities to gain those extra points.

To apply, submit an application form which can be found on our website until August 10.

deakin.edu.au/gcp

FILM COMPETITION

WHAT IS YOUR DEAKIN WORLD?

Are you an aspiring film producer or perhaps you just want to share your Deakin experience with the world? Grab a camera or smart phone and show us your Deakin World.

Great prizes to be won, plus the chance to have your film shown at the My Deakin World Film Festival on 1 September 2014 at Deakin Edge, Federation Square.

Find out more about this competition at:

mydeakinworld.com

THE WHOLE DEAKIN WORLD AT YOUR FINGER TIPS

Deakin has a range of services and facilities dedicated to helping you get the most out of your learning experience. To locate the services that best suit your needs watch our tips and advice videos:

> What all Deakin students need to know  youtu.be/7C0eHjuPwp4
> Time Management  youtu.be/xEmQ8R3I1Q8
> Deakin Jobshop  youtu.be/ercHMj6iyQ
GET INTO THE DEAKIN SPORT AND RECREATION SPIRIT!

WATERFRONT FITNESS WAREHOUSE – NOW OPEN!

Deakin Sport and Recreation encourage you to visit the new fitness space at the Waterfront campus in 2014 – the Waterfront Fitness Warehouse.

Your Deakin Sport and Recreation membership now gives access and training opportunities across three campuses – Burwood Fitness Centre, Waurn Pond Fitness Centre and now the Waterfront Fitness Warehouse.

What is on at the Fitness Warehouse?

Group Fitness sessions include Zumba, Pilates, Yoga, Dance and ADRENALINE. Adrenaline is a popular new high intensity interval training focussed on delivering improved physical performance fast. The program uses advanced training methods and natural body movements to improve: Speed, Strength, Power, Balance, Flexibility and Agility in every session. Burns up to 800 calories per session and caters to all fitness levels.

Waterfront Fitness Centre opening hours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>11.30am-1.30pm, 5.30-7.30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday</td>
<td>11.30am-1.30pm, 5.30-7.30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday</td>
<td>11.30am-1.30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>11.30am-1.30pm, 5.30-7.30pm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>11.30am-1.30pm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Located at Building C (Cnr Gheringhap and Brougham St).

Check out our NEW Group Fitness timetable for our class schedule.

deakingeelong.ymca.org.au/participate/waterfront-fitness-warehouse.html

COLOR ME RAD

Sunday 8th March 2014
Deakin University, Waurn Ponds

Deakin Sport and Recreation partnered with international event company Color Me Rad to host the first ever colour fun run in Geelong. YMCA was the charity partner for the event, giving all participants ‘something to run for’. Color Me Rad is a 5km course, with colour bomb stations at every 1km.

On Sunday 8th March there were 1,750 energetic participants gathered on the Nicol Oval in a white Color Me Rad T-shirts and fluoro sun glasses, pumped up to get colourful! The starting area included a Zumba party and Brad the Color Me Rad MC to get the crowd ready to run.

The finishing area meant party time, where everyone was given packets of colour to throw up into the air, creating a colourful cloud above, raining green, red, yellow and purple. This was an amazing sight, and certainly enjoyed by everyone.

During the two days, we had over 110 enthusiastic volunteers attend, logging over 942.5 hours in total. This raised an impressive $11,134.50 to go towards YMCA Open Doors program, which supports / provides:

- Health Scripts – University Health professionals refer students for YMCA memberships, nutrition or massage services based on need
- International Students, Swim, Surf & Sail Program subsidy
- H&W programs (Footprints) delivered to University partnered schools.

The inaugural Deakin Color Me Rad 5km Fun Run was a huge success. Deakin University and Color Me Rad are planning on holding a bigger and more colourful event in 2015.

deakin.edu.au/sport-recreation
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WANT TO STUDY OVERSEAS AS PART OF YOUR DEAKIN DEGREE?

In Trimester 2, 226 students will be going on Exchange and many more will be undertaking study tours and short term programs overseas! Why don’t you become one of them and have the experience of a lifetime and gain credit towards your Deakin degree? Harriet is a Deakin student who went on exchange for a year. Here’s what she has to say about her experience.

Hi everyone!!
My name is Harriet Wischer, and I was fortunate enough to complete a year of my Arts/Law degree at the University of Graz, Austria.

For me, Austria was not an obvious choice. I didn’t speak one word of German before I left, I don’t ski, the Opera does not do much for me and I do not like the cold! But I chose it because of all these things, I really knew nothing about the country! At the end of my year on exchange, I was speaking a basic level of German, had skied in Salzburg, had been to the Opera numerous times and had fallen in love with the whole country and the people!

I lived in an Austrian dorm comprising of over 60 flats of between 4 to 5 people. Through living with Austrians I was able to learn about the culture first hand - the cooking, the language, the social life. I found that living in a local dorm meant I had a good balance between the exchange life and the life of a local.

I studied 6 law subjects and 3 arts subjects over the whole year. I found the law subjects the most interesting, because the learning style is completely different to here in Australia. The class-room discussion style learning, as opposed to lectures, meant I was having conversations about world laws/politics with people from all over the world (Europe, The Americas, Canada, Africa & Asia), and in doing so, learning about their countries’ laws too. Along the way I met some really cool people through my classes too, and some friends I know I will keep for a life time!

Choosing to do an exchange means that you can travel while you study, and you have a permanent base. I found this comforting to know that I always had my bed and group of friends to return to after my weekends spent travelling all over Europe. The small town of Graz is a perfect place to go to if you want to travel a lot around Europe. It’s central and well connected by inter-rail trains. Furthermore, I can recommend Graz by the town alone. The whole town is listed as a World Heritage Site (it’s beautiful!), it’s so easy to ride a bike everywhere and it’s very social because it’s a student town...plus they have excellent food and drink such as pumpkin seed oil, Knödel, Schnitzel and Schnapps!

The best bit about exchange is that every person’s experience is different! I guarantee that everyone you talk to will say it was the best experience of their life, but I’m also sure that they had completely different experiences – even if in the same city! That’s the best thing about exchange – it is what you make of it. If you love to meet new people, have a desire to travel and have an interest in international styles of learning, then EXCHANGE IS FOR YOU!! I cannot recommend it highly enough, and encourage anyone who is even the littlest bit interested to learn more about the Overseas Study programs that Deakin has to offer!

deakin.edu.au/studyoverseas

SHARE YOUR JOURNEY

Stay Connected with the Global Student Mobility office. Follow us on Twitter and like us on Facebook to keep updated with all the global study opportunities available to you.

If you are studying currently studying or have previously, you can tweet and post pictures on Instagram with #DeakinAbroad. You can send in images and short videos of your travels while on exchange, with a short message. If you’re on a study tour you could send us live tweets and keep us updated. The whole idea of the site is to show Deakin students that they can travel all over the world and study at the same time! If you could help us out by tweeting with #DeakinAbroad and sharing your time overseas, we would be very grateful!

deakin-abroad.deakin.edu.au

G20 FORUM

Congratulations to 11 Deakin students who have been selected to take part in the G20 Forum in Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany. The G20 Youth Forum is the largest international civil society event organized for young leaders in 2014, and more than 1200 young leaders, students and academics, representatives of the business world and governments are participating in it.

Participants will attend the G20 Youth Forum Opening Gala Dinner with a concert of classical music, as well as the Closing Gala Dinner, which will be held in the atmosphere of lively Bavarian folklore.

deakin.edu.au/studyoverseas
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STUDENTS HELPING STUDENTS HUB

CONNECT, ENGAGE, ACHIEVE!

Deakin students love to help other Deakin students, and they are so good at it!

If you want to discuss academic, social or practical issues with an experienced Deakin student, go to our website to find a full list of mentor programs.

deakin.edu.au/students-helping-students

DROP-IN STATION: STUDY AND OTHER SUPPORT

Time is flying! Trimester 1 is more than half over, and the work is flowing in fast!

If you want to discuss your studies with an experienced student, or if you have questions about anything related to studying at Deakin, ask at the Students Helping Students Drop-In Station.

Peer mentors at the Students Helping Students Drop-in Station pride themselves in helping other students, whether the issue is academic, practical or something else.

Just go to the drop-in station at your campus or contact a peer mentor online. They can and WANT to help you with all your questions or concerns.

deakin.edu.au/students/study-support/peer-learning/shs

PEER ASSISTED STUDY SESSIONS (PASS)

Peer Assisted Study Sessions are active and engaging and are a great way to meet other people in your course.

In one 50-minute PASS session you can accomplish much more than you ever could in hours and hours of solo study!

PASS is available in units across all faculties. If you are studying IT, nursing, accounting, law, writing or education we have study sessions to help you achieve your best possible result.

Please check the website for session times.

deakin.edu.au/pass

STUDENT AMBASSADOR PROGRAM

In April, Student Access and Equity facilitated training for Student Ambassadors in Equity and Diversity, including 15 new Ambassadors who will join the 23 existing Ambassadors, most of whom were employed in 2012 when the Access and Equity Student Ambassador Program began. The training encompassed Universal Design Principles, which incorporates inclusive teaching and learning practices to ensure that students from all backgrounds have access to learning opportunities. Student Ambassadors support the Student Access and Equity team to facilitate inclusive and engaging activities for students from year 7-12 at partner schools as part of the Access Express and Deakin Engagement and Access Program (DEAP). The objectives of Student Access and Equity school outreach initiatives are to build on the aspirations of young people from diverse and under-represented cohorts and improve access to university. All Student Ambassadors develop invaluable employability skills as part of their work.

For more information about student ambassadors, please email michelle.graham@deakin.edu.au
STUDY SUCCESS!

WORDPOWER

What is it?

If English isn’t your first language, it can be pretty intimidating participating in class discussions or giving presentations. It can be difficult writing about complicated theories, detailed debates and general issues in a new academic culture. WordPower provides you with tips and strategies on how to improve your English language skills through reading, writing and speaking activities associated with your area of study.

Who goes to WordPower?

Everyone is welcome. Classes are usually made up of international students at undergraduate and postgraduate level. Higher Degree Research students also attend in order to have the chance to meet other students and gain confidence in communicating about their research.

What do you do in WordPower?

- Attend weekly face-to-face or online workshops.
- Access cloud (online) activities, which include a variety of self-paced language learning resources.
- You are encouraged to document your English language progress through reflections and portfolio presentations.
- You can come along and complete any topic (e.g. vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation) that is relevant to you. Once you’ve had a go at working on the online material, the workshop gives you a chance to apply what you’ve learned. For example, you might be asked to apply the grammar structure you have been practising to your studies by teaching the class something about your current area of study.

Abby*, is a first year Arts student who regularly attends WordPower sessions. She studied at university in her country before she migrated to Australia thirteen years ago. She feels she wants to improve in all aspects of her English language (grammar, reading, speaking and writing) which she says it not easy after a break of almost thirteen years from university!

“I joined WordPower simply because it was recommended to me to gain confidence in speaking in my tutorials. I said to myself, let me try it because I want to recreate an educational identity for myself that matches with my new home Australia. I did my school and university in my country, I finished in 2001 and that is long time ago – now everything has changed and I am completely out of the university and studying atmosphere.”

Abby attended WordPower sessions at her campus and has found the activities very useful in her studies. She highlights the topic of learning styles as particularly useful:

“I have learned about my learning style now and I have information about useful websites that I can use. Every session I’m learning something new.”

WordPower classes are free and are available at your campus or online. See details about the program and other English Language programs at: deakin.edu.au/students/study-support/language-and-communication

For any further information about the program contact Drew Roberts
*Not her real name

DO YOU HAVE AN EXAM COMING UP?

A lot of students get stressed about exams! Do the best you can and start planning now!

That’s right now is the time to make sure

- You know what sort of exam to expect (essays, multiple choice, or short answers)
- You are revising regularly
- You are know what areas you will need to develop further (managing your time, managing stress before and during the exam!)

Whatever your exam type or your question- there is help

Talk to a mentor deakin.edu.au/students/study-support/peer-learning
Look at resources deakin.edu.au/students/study-support/academic-resources
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JOBSHOP: EXPERIENCE AND INTERNEING IS INVALUABLE

I’m a year off completing my degree and I’ve realised that jobs at the end of it can be hard to find and that gaining specific degree related experience is essential. For me, as a Communications and Media student, this means online writing, and writing about anything and everything I can is vital. I’d like to be looked upon favourably by industry employers. So that’s what I’m doing, I’m gaining experience and becoming more employable.

I recently completed an internship at Bendigo Magazine and have started another at Forte Magazine in Geelong. I’ve loved my internships - they have been an incredible learning curve. Writing for magazine print was at times quite distinct from the sort of writing I’m used to using in my Journalism units. In class I was taught to write short, to the point and with minimal adjectives. In writing some articles for these magazines I’ve had to be more elaborate and wordy and it took me a while to get the hang of their differing editorial styles. Consequently at times my pieces have been returned as they needed adjustments to suit the ‘feel’ of the publication, a valuable experience which taught me to apply what I have learned at Uni but also to be adaptable.

Working in a corporate setting really opened my eyes to how differently people can communicate with each other when in a workplace, which has given me insight into both the positives and negatives of working in bigger and smaller teams. One of my internships became uncomfortable for a couple of days when an employee resigned after her work quality had slipped. There was some negative workplace energy and tension for a couple of days. My observations taught me showing professionalism was important and the way to do that was to focus on work not work politics.

I found it important to develop and maintain a great relationship not just with the staff that I worked with directly but also the other employees who work for the magazines. I’m hoping that building positive relationships with my host organisations and leaving a good impression of myself and Deakin will mean I’m remembered come graduation time when I start looking for employment.

Degree related experience is always a valuable thing to have under your belt and on your resume - not only will it help you to be looked upon favourably by employers but it also means you will feel more comfortable and confident entering a professional working environment. Theses internships have matured me for the sort of workplaces I hope to be a part of later in life. Getting advice from different people in different industries on how to get where I want proved very useful. I’ve tried to act on each bit of advice and without it I wouldn’t have had the opportunities and the part-time job communications I have now.

Written by Belinda M, part-time Marketing Officer, Jobshop

deaquin.edu.au/jobshop
twitter.com/deakinjobshop
facebook.com/deakinjobshop

STILL SEARCHING FOR ACCOMMODATION THAT IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

Did you know Deakin’s on-campus accommodation is now open 365 days a year? You can enjoy single room accommodation, inclusive of utilities in studio or shared apartment styled living along with the many other benefits associated with living on residence all year round including:

- free wifi
- 24/7 security
- free laundry
- social activities and more.

Applications open April 30 for people looking to move in over T2 or T3. To find out more and apply online visit our website:

deaquin.edu.au/residences
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FREE LEGAL HELP FOR ALL DEAKIN STUDENTS

Having trouble getting your bond back? Been in a car accident? Too many debts and getting scary legal letters? Your boss not paying you properly?

Sort it! Deakin Legal Service for Students is here to help!!!

Sort it! Provides FREE, independent and confidential legal advice, information, referral and education to ALL currently enrolled Deakin students. Legal advice is provided by qualified lawyers.

Visit http://legalservices.dusa.org.au to book an appointment or to simply make contact with the legal service. While you’re there, check out some of our fact sheets for legal information on common student legal problems. Join the conversation on social media:

http://legalservices.dusa.org.au
facebook.com/sortitlegal
twitter.com/sortitlegal
instagram.com/sortitlegal

DEAKIN CARD: DEPOSIT CASH ONLINE

- No fees
- Instant deposit to card
- Family and friends can deposit too
- MasterCard and Visa accepted
- Available 24/7
- Minimum deposit only $1

deakin.edu.au/deakincard

BEHIND IN YOUR STUDY?

Studying for a university degree is a long journey which involves many steps. If for some reason, you fall behind in your study, DON’T PANIC! Panicking only makes you study less effectively and you will get further behind. There are several things you can do to get your study back on track:

1. Meet with your tutors and/or lecturers and tell them about your situation. They want you to do well in your study, but they can’t help you if they don’t know you are having problems.
2. Meet with a counsellor to discuss your situation. The counsellors know how the university works and can offer some valuable advice to help you get back on track. They can also help you deal with personal problems that may be affecting your study.
3. KEEP STUDYING! Do what you can, when you can.
4. Use Time Management sheets to make sure you are well planned and using your study time efficiently.
5. Hand in what you have done. Even if you don’t pass the assessment, 9/20 is still better than 0/20.
6. If you don’t have time to complete every task, identify where to best put your energy.
7. Consider your enrolment. Should you ‘Withdraw’ from one or two units to concentrate on the others? Please discuss this with your faculty course adviser or a counsellor before you change your enrolment.

Getting help

- Language and Learning Advisers
- Talk to a counsellor
- Contact your faculty course adviser
  - Business and Law Student Advisers
  - Arts and Education Student Advisers
  - Health, Medicine, Nursing and Behavioural Sciences - Contact your School
  - Science, Engineering and Built Environment and Technology Course Advisers
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HEALTH, SAFETY AND WELLBEING MATTERS

Deakin offers a range of services to help students and staff stay healthy, safe and promote personal wellbeing – physically, mentally and spiritually.

The Health and Wellbeing Unit within Student Life provides free, confidential services to Deakin students. The services are available on each campus.

- Counselling
- Medical centres on campus
- Multi faith Chaplains
- Safer Community

FLU – CONSIDERING A VACCINATION?

Flu is highly contagious and immunisation will assist in reducing the spread of the flu. Ideally you should have your vaccination between March and May, before the onset of the flu season. Flu can cause severe illness and absence from work and study, so please consider protecting yourself and others. It is also important to ensure good hand hygiene to minimise risk of infections and the best way to avoid illness is to wash your hands – simple really.

There is a limited stock of free flu vaccinations for BUPA OSHC card holders. Please make an appointment to see a campus nurse. If you are a student living on residences flu vaccination is provided free - please book an appointment with the campus nurse or enquire at residences reception.

Check out this video 'Flu Man is everywhere', created for Sanford Health, an American Health care facility.

http://youtu.be/j9qtck4diCQ
deakin.edu.au/health-wellbeing

COUNSELLING SERVICE – FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL

We know students can start to feel the pressure of workload demands including looming assignment deadlines and tests. As all the excitement of the beginning of the trimester fades, homesickness can reveal itself. Stress levels can catapult into the stratosphere. How is your stress management?

Counsellors are available on each campus and appointments can be made by contacting Student Life, speaking to someone and discussing coping strategies that can ensure you stay on track for this trimester and beyond.

deakin.edu.au/counselling

THINKING OF TRAVELLING OVERSEAS?

Don’t forget the medical centres on campus provide travel consultations and vaccinations, so if you are thinking of travelling mid-year you need to see a GP to discuss your travel health needs at least six weeks prior to departure. Vaccinations are provided at student-friendly prices, so make an appointment and ensure your trip is a healthy and happy one.

deakin.edu.au/services/medicalcentre

SMOKE FREE DEAKIN

How are you managing with Smoke Free Deakin? New tobacco reforms in Victoria commence on April 1st which banned smoking on train platforms, tram and bus shelters and children’s playgrounds. The campus nurses are all QUIT educators and even if you are not ready to QUIT, speaking to a nurse may assist you to start the process and set a goal. You may wish to get a group together and quit together. The Smoke Free Deakin Ambassador is providing some excellent tips and insights - following her blog may be the inspiration you need. The medical centres on campus also have a full range of Nicotine replacement therapies to assist you and these are free for students.

To make an appointment use our online system, book with the campus nurse into a QUIT appointment or make an appointment to see one of the GPs. We are here to encourage and support you through the quitting process, which we know is not easy.

deakin.edu.au/smoke-free

SEXUAL ASSAULT COUNSELLOR/ADVOCATES AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS

Barwon CASA and Eastern CASA (Centre Against Sexual Assault) provide a weekly service from a Counsellor/Advocate at the Waterfront and Burwood campuses. The counsellor/advocates are both female and provide free information, counselling and advocacy to students (both male and female) who have experienced sexual assault at any time in their lives. The service is also available to non-offending partners, family members and friends of someone who has been sexually assaulted.

Sexual assault is any behaviour of a sexual nature that is unwanted, makes you feel scared or uncomfortable or occurs without consent. These services are committed to protecting your privacy.

If you wish to make an appointment you can book online through the medical centre website by selecting either Barwon CASA or ECASA providers, or through the CASA centres directly.

Emergency and Crisis information is available online at deakin.edu.au/campus-life/services-and-facilities/health-and-wellbeing/emergency-and-crisis-info
LIBRARY NEWS

We’re over halfway through the first trimester of 2014 - congratulations to everyone so far! Along with the darker nights and colder weather, there’s another annual activity that pops up in June: Trimester 1 exams! But don’t worry everyone, the Library has you covered. Visit the Library at any campus, or check out your digital Library, to find quality information sources for your assignments. You can also request assistance from library staff on effective search and information management techniques.

TRIMESTER 1 EXAMS

It’s getting close to exams, and it’s time to review what you have learnt so far. Get fast access to the Library for valuable revision resources.

You can access the Library via Learning Help in CloudDeakin.

We’re also accessible via DeakinSync.

You’re sure to find a whole bunch of resources to help you get the most out of your studies. Please note that not all units have past exam papers available. Examination papers are released to the Library by the Assessments and Graduations Group within the Division of Student Administration upon the instruction of Unit Chairs.

INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA TOUCH SCREENS

As part of the Waterfront Library refurbishment project, we’ve installed eight multimedia touchscreens in and around the library. Positioned at key points within the Library, as well as outside the main entryway near the café on Level 3, these touchscreens highlight and showcase some of the Library’s digital collections and databases, while also providing important day-to-day information such as Library opening and closing times and the inter-campus bus timetable.

Make sure to keep an eye on the screens while at the Waterfront Library, as we roll out even more engaging and informative content in the future!

Good luck with your T1 studies! Remember, the Library is open for a range of hours to suit your study needs and has expert staff here to help - whether you’re on campus or online anywhere in the world, contact us in the way that suits you best:

deakin.edu.au/library
facebook.com/deakinlibrary
twitter.com/deakinlibrary
DUSA – DEAKIN UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION

SIGN UP FOR YOUR FREE E-NEWSLETTER
The DUSA E-Newsletter is a must for all Deakin students. It’s FREE to join and includes amazing content. Sign up now!

dusa.org.au/Student-Media/Join-DUSA-E-News

O’CAMP 2014
DUSA’s Ocamp was an incredible hit, with 150 students attending over the 2 day action packed weekend. Watch the DUSA OCamp video everyone is talking about:

dusa.org.au/Student-Media/e-newsletter/DUSA-OCAMP-2014-VIDEO

DUSA / ONELOVE SONIC BOOM BOX 2014
WIN COPIES OF THIS CD COMPILATION!
DUSA and ONELOVE Sonic Boom Box 2014 are giving away 10 copies of this very popular compilation! To win your copy simply go to the link below for details:

dusa.org.au/Student-Media/e-newsletter/Competitions

DUSA RED SHIRTS
Join the amazing team of DUSA Red Shirts who volunteer to help run the best events on campus. It’s a great way to meet new friends, gain some work experience, while having SO MUCH FUN! Sign up at :

dusa.org.au/Get-Involved/Get-Involved-Red-Shirts

DUSA OWEEK AND PLUS 4
DUSA OWeek and Plus 4 were a raging success! There were over 1000 photos submitted from across the 5 weeks of non-stop activity. Here are just a small selection of some of the amazing entertainers. “Like” the DUSA Facebook page and check out the great photos. Just search for “Deakin University Student Association”.

Well done to the DUSA team of staff, students and Red Shirt volunteers that put on an incredible 5 weeks (6 weeks including OCamp) of events, activities, free food, rides and market stalls.
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DUSA ON INSTAGRAM
The DUSA Instagram page has amazing photos of Deakin students and events that are regularly updated.

Make sure you follow the DUSA Instagram page at:

[Link to Instagram page]

DUSA AND DEAKIN BURWOOD FITNESS CENTRE AMAZING RACE
So you missed out on DUSA OCamp or just want to re-live the action? Join the Amazing Race! Places are limited to 100 students and are filling fast! Sign up at:

[Link to报名页面]

DUSA GEELONG MYSTERY BUS TOUR
Just so much fun and FANTASTIC costumes! To view all the photos visit the DUSA Facebook page and be sure to sign up to the DUSA E-Newsletter to receive the Mystery Bus Tour video when it’s first released.

Sign up at:

[Link to报名页面]
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DEAKIN UNIVERSITY ART GALLERY

DOMESTIC BLISS: WE WANT YOUR DUST!

As part of the upcoming exhibition domestic bliss, to be presented at the Deakin University Art Gallery 5 June to 12 July, artist Hannah Bertram is creating an ephemeral artwork whereby she will transform ordinary, domestic dust into an ornamental carpet. Hannah’s work explores ideas of impermanence, ornamentation and preciousness inherent in the everyday.

So this is where you and your vacuum come in...

We are doing a call out to the Deakin community for contributions of household dust that will form part of the work. Any old dust will do! Dig out your Dyson, shake out your Sauber and send or take your little bag of art-to-be to the Deakin University Art Gallery, building FA at the Melbourne Burwood campus.

Tips:
- A small, sealed zip-lock bag is ideal. Please write your name and the location of where the dust is from on the front of the bag.
- Please bring your dust into the Art Gallery at Melbourne Burwood Campus or send in via internal mail no later than Friday 23 May.
- Any queries please contact Emma Cox, Curator / housekeeper.

domestic bliss, 5 June to 12 July 2014
Deakin University Art Gallery
Katherine Hattam I Elizabeth Gower I Hannah Bertram I Lucas Grogan I David Ray I Julia deVille I Prue Venables I Honor Freeman I Gwyn Hanssen Pigott I Michael Doolan I Yvonne Kendall I Darren McGinn I Lionel Bawden I Claudia Damichi I Donna Marcus I Nadine Christensen

CURRENT EXHIBITION (UNTIL 24 MAY)
RECONNOITRE: REAL AND IMAGINARY

This survey of artists’ books is based on the idea of real and imagined journeys. The exhibition includes works from the Deakin University Art Collection as well as student work produced during the Faculty of Arts and Education’s Art History Study Tour to Paris and Provence in 2012. The works included are intimate and diaristic, and allude to travel and designated sites, actual or invented; and in some instances, reference locations and modes of practice relating to significant artists in the pantheon of art history.

Curator: Honorary Associate Professor Rob Haysom, Deakin University

Kari HENRIKSEN
May Days, II
Cometo, 2004
Mixed media: ink, watercolour and gouache on paper
9 x 14cm
Purchase, 2013
Deakin University Art Collection

GALLERY HOURS
Tuesday–Friday, 10 am–4 pm
Saturday, 1 pm–5 pm
Gallery closed on public holidays.
Free entry.

The Deakin University Art Gallery, located in building FA at the Melbourne Burwood Campus, provides an exciting venue for the University’s program of exhibitions and arts events. These include curated exhibitions drawn from the University’s art collection, group and solo exhibitions by significant contemporary Australian artists, travelling exhibitions and selected student, staff and Alumni work.

Check out this year’s exhibition program and get your culture fix in 2014. We’d love to see you at the Gallery.